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Scope and Coverage

This Illustrated Dictionary of Electronics (8th Edition) has been revised,
clarified, and up-dated and reflecting technological advances of recent years.
New definitions have been added in the fields of wireless technology,
robotics, and artificial intelligence. Expressions of special significance are
printed in italics. Electronics abbreviations are included in the text; the full
terms are stated as definitions. Superfluous mathematics, equations are
sometimes necessary to completely and effectively define a term.
Mathematics beyond the high school level has not been used. Appendix A
contains the standard symbols used in electrical and electronic diagrams.
These symbols are used in illustrations throughout this dictionary. Appendix
B contains the following data tables:
 Conversion between electrical systems
 Greek alphabet
 Mathematical functions and operations
 Prefix multipliers
 Resistor color code

Kind of Information

Terms are available with definitions and explanation in this dictionary.
Many definitions contain cross references (indicated in ALL CAPITALS);
these provide recommended additional information or allow comparison
with related terms. Some examples are given below for clear understanding.

“ac/dc”
Abbreviation of ALTERNATING CURRENT/DIRECT CURRENT.
Pertains to equipment that will operate from either ac utility power or
a dc power source. A notebook computer is a good example.

“ac voltmeter”
See AC METER.
“dielectric capacity”
See DIELECTRIC CONSTANT.

Special Features

 Under the appendix-A list of systematic symbols present here. e.g.:

 Under appendix-B list of conversion between electrical systems present
here. e.g.:

 List of Greek alphabet present here. e.g.:

 Mathematical functions list available here. e.g.:

 List of prefix includes with this dictionary. e.g.:

Arrangement Pattern

In this dictionary terms are arranged in alphabetic order. For example
(through print screen) under the alphabet ‘A’ the terms are arranged
alphabetically.

Remarks

Comparable Tools

This freely available dictionary on electronics related terms is a great help
for the students, researchers, teachers and other interested people of all
round the globe.
 Glossary / Dictionary of Electronics Terms
(http://www.hobbyprojects.com/dictionary/electronics-terms.html)
 Illustrated mathematics dictionary
(https://www.mathsisfun.com/definitions/)
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